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Abstract 24 

Many clinically used drugs are derived from or inspired by bacterial natural products 25 

that often are biosynthesised via non-ribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPS), giant 26 

megasynthases that activate and join individual amino acids in an assembly line 27 

fashion. Since NRPS are not limited to the incorporation of the 20 proteinogenic amino 28 

acids, their efficient manipulation would allow the biotechnological generation of 29 

complex peptides including linear, cyclic and further modified natural product 30 

analogues, e.g. to optimise natural product leads. Here we describe a detailed 31 

phylogenetic analysis of several bacterial NRPS that led to the identification of a new 32 

recombination breakpoint within the thiolation (T) domain that is important for natural 33 

NRPS evolution. From this, an evolution-inspired eXchange Unit between T domains 34 

(XUT) approach was developed which allows the assembly of NRPS fragments over 35 

a broad range of GC contents, protein similarities, and extender unit specificities, as 36 

demonstrated for the specific production of a proteasome inhibitor designed and 37 

assembled from five different NRPS fragments.  38 
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Introduction 39 

Natural products (NPs) have been extensively studied for their therapeutic potential 40 

given their remarkable chemical and structural diversity in nature. Not only are they 41 

considered a rich reservoir of pharmacologically active lead compounds with 42 

therapeutic potential, but with ~48% of all new medicines approved between 1981 and 43 

2019 originating in nature, NPs play an important role in the drug discovery and 44 

development process1. In recent decades, the collective efforts of the scientific 45 

community have led to tremendous progress in the identification of novel NPs to 46 

evaluate their pharmacological properties and mode of action, that could not be easily 47 

transferred into the development of new clinical drugs2. One of many reasons why the 48 

pharmaceutical industry stepped back from NP-based drug discovery. 49 

 50 

Genetic engineering of natural products holds the potential for faster and more cost-51 

effective discovery of (tailor-made) biological drugs than conventional methods3. Many 52 

bioactive bacterial NPs are derived from biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs), genomic 53 

bacterial islands encoding non-ribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPS)4. NRPS are 54 

genetically encoded molecular assembly lines with many moving parts and reaction 55 

centres that all work together, to produce a broad variety of valuable non-ribosomal 56 

peptides (NRP) or even clinical drugs – such as penicillins5-7, bleomycin8, and 57 

ciclosporin9. Given these outstanding biological activities that benefit global public 58 

health, NRPS assembly lines would be an ideal target for synthetic biology, e.g. to 59 

improve pharmacological properties of natural product leads for (pre-) clinical 60 

development. 61 

 62 

NRPS assembly lines consist of sequentially repeating modules of enzymatic domains, 63 

each of which catalyses the incorporation and chemical modification of a specific 64 

extender unit into the growing chain before the extended chain is passed on to the next 65 

module4. Hundreds of different extender units, typically derived from amino acids, have 66 

been described so far10,11. Selection and activation of an extender unit within an NRPS 67 

is catalysed by an adenylation (A) domain. The activated substrate is then covalently 68 

attached to the post-translationally attached prosthetic thiol (phosphopantetheine) 69 

group of a small thiolation (T) domain. Condensation (C) domains then link the 70 

covalently bound substrates to the growing NRP-chain in a co-linear fashion. In 71 

addition to these "core" domains that define the functional unit of an assembly line 72 
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module, tailoring domains may be present to modify NRP chain, that are 73 

heterocyclization (Cy), epimerisation (E), N-methylation (MT), oxidation (Ox) or 74 

reduction (R) domains. Finally, the full-length NRP is released from the enzymatic 75 

machinery by hydrolysis or macrocyclization catalysed by a thioesterase (TE) domain. 76 

 77 

The very logic of this assembly line mechanism inspired numerous rational efforts to 78 

engineer megasynthases to produce natural product analogues or even artificial NP-79 

like compounds12. Although early engineering attempts yielded biosynthesis clusters 80 

that were either greatly impaired in their activity or non-functional, recent technical 81 

advances and the growing body of structural data accelerated the development of 82 

innovative synthetic biology strategies to engineer megasynthetases. Examples are 83 

the identification of interchangeable catalytically functional domain units13,14, CRISPR-84 

Cas9 based gene editing to engineer complex antibiotic assembly lines15, yeast cell 85 

surface display assay to engineer the specificity of individual A domains,16 and splitting 86 

megasynthases into individually expressible subunits to reduce their complexity and 87 

size (up to several MDa) either via adding zinc-finger tags17 (DNA-templated NRPS) 88 

or SYNZIPs18-20 (heterospecific coiled-coil peptides). Furthermore, with the continuous 89 

increase in publicly available genomic data and the extensive efforts of the community 90 

to develop processing tools for BGC and NP identification21-23, there is a new trend 91 

towards assembly-line engineering using evolution-driven strategies. A number of 92 

insightful studies have led to the conclusion that understanding the mechanisms by 93 

which nature has evolved these often huge multifunctional enzyme machines will 94 

further improve our ability to redesign assembly line proteins to achieve even greater 95 

structural diversity while maintaining good production titres and could help us to 96 

expand our therapeutic arsenal24-26. However, the evolutionary mechanisms to achieve 97 

the exchange of individual extender units in NRP scaffolds are still poorly understood.  98 

 99 

The genetic and architectural modularity of NRPS, but also of the biochemically distinct 100 

yet mechanistically analogous polyketide synthases (PKS), is central for current 101 

evolution models of these BGCs. Historically, the functional unit able to perform one 102 

round of chain elongation of a PKS (KS-AT-(DH-KR-ER)-T) and NRPS (C-A-T) is 103 

called a module. It is yet unclear whether this architectural and genetic unit also 104 

corresponds to an evolutionary unit that has been preserved in megasynthases24,26. 105 

Phylogenetic and computational analyses of the PKS family have led to a proposed 106 
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redefinition of module boundaries from the "historical" KS-AT-(DH-KR-ER)-ACP to the 107 

"alternative" AT-(DH-KR-ER)-ACP-KS27,28, and highlighted the presence of genetic 108 

repeats29 (GRINS = genetic repeats of intense nucleotide skews) in a large number of 109 

PKS. The latter play a putative role in accelerating diversification of closely related 110 

BGCs by promoting gene conversion. For NRPS, studies on the underlying 111 

evolutionary processes have only just begun. 112 

 113 

In a recent in silico study, the evolution of bacterial NRPS across various phyla was 114 

analysed24. The authors not only showed that intragenomic recombination along with 115 

speciation and horizontal gene transfer together with recombination are important 116 

factors in NRPS evolution, but also enabled the authors to introduce a unifying model 117 

for the evolution of the present-day variety of NRPs. Within the framework of this 118 

model, it was suggested that single recombination events at multiple breakpoints within 119 

the A domains of NRPS, referred to as subdomain swapping, are not only a widespread 120 

phenomenon, as reported previously25,30-32, but are also a major contributing factor to 121 

the diversification and functionalisation of NRP families. Further key findings are that 122 

stereochemical changes from the L- to the D-configuration in the final NRP seem to be 123 

achieved by the combined exchange of T-C di- for T-E-C tri-domains; and that there is 124 

a trend to keep intact both the native C-A linker region, physically connecting both 125 

domains, and the A-T domain interface. However, the practical evidence of these 126 

findings for successful NRPS engineering on a broad basis have not been shown yet. 127 

Up to date, there are only a very limited number of examples where evolutionary 128 

insights have been successfully used to engineer megasynthases – but only within a 129 

very narrow range of genetic and chemical changes introduced into the underlying 130 

BGCs and produced NPs, respectively15,32,33.  131 

 132 

Herein, we particularly focused on deciphering the evolutionary history of NRPS to 133 

identify an evolution-inspired moiety that is best suited to enable NRPS engineering in 134 

a unified and more efficient manner. In order to approach the problem from different 135 

angles, a broad dataset of NRPS sequences from different phyla was analysed in silico 136 

to identify recombination events, a fusion point screening was performed to identify 137 

ideal engineering sites, the identified sites were broadly evaluated by reprogramming 138 

NRPS enzymes, and finally this knowledge was used to design a pharmaceutically 139 

active peptide de novo. 140 
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 141 

Results 142 

Deciphering the Evolutionary History of NRPS 143 

Homologous recombination is a pervasive biological process that affects sequences in 144 

all living organisms and undoubtedly is the main driver for megasynthase 145 

diversification34. Sequences having undergone recombination, such as NRPS, will 146 

display two different histories: one history for one part of their sequence, affected by 147 

the recombination event, and one history for the other part. Consequently, the 148 

evolutionary history of an alignment of homologous NRPS sequences cannot be 149 

properly depicted by classical phylogenetic methods because only one bifurcating tree 150 

is reconstructed. Therefore, we applied a previously established maximum likelihood 151 

method that was explicitly designed to detect multiple phylogenetic histories caused 152 

by recombination events. It uses a phylogenetic Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to 153 

search for a specified number of independent evolutionary histories that together best 154 

explain the alignment34. The algorithm returns the site likelihoods for each tree for 155 

every single position in an alignment, which can then be used to detect recombination 156 

breakpoints. In our analysis, we searched for two different histories, expecting one to 157 

broadly fit known A domain trees35, and the other to broadly fit known C domain 158 

phylogenies36,37. To identify which sites, belong to which history, we then subtracted 159 

the site-wise log likelihoods of the second tree from those of the first tree (Figs. 1a and 160 

Supplementary Fig. 1) – positive values indicate sites that are better described by the 161 

first phylogenetic history, sites with negative values are better described by the second 162 

phylogenetic history. 163 

 164 

We applied this method to a dataset comprising of >200 aligned amino acid sequences 165 

of NRPS A-T-C tri-domains from Photorhabdus and Xenorhabdus species, as well as 166 

representative NRPS from firmicutes, actinomycetes, cyanobacteria and other 167 

proteobacteria (Supplementary Dataset 1). This analysis revealed two major insights: 168 

First, sites in the A domain mostly preferred the first history, and sites in the C domain 169 

strongly prefer the second history (Supplementary Fig. 2). This confirms our method 170 

can detect that A and C domains have different evolutionary histories. And second, the 171 

breakpoint between these two histories appears to lie somewhere inside the T domain 172 

(Fig. 1a), though were exactly was not clear from this analysis: The difference in site 173 

likelihoods between histories becomes significantly more negative (indicating a 174 
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preference for the second history) roughly in the middle of the T-domain, from around 175 

zero (not preferring either tree) to values well below -50 log units (strongly preferring 176 

the second tree). 177 

 178 

To gain a better understanding of this potential recombination breakpoint, we repeated 179 

our phylogenetic HMM analysis with just the T domain together with the A-T-linker, 180 

again searching for two histories (Fig. 1b – d, and Supplementary Fig. 1; 181 

Supplementary Dataset 2). We did this, because the first half of the T domain preferred 182 

neither tree in our first analysis (Figs. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 3), potentially 183 

because it doesn’t exactly share the A or C domain’s history. In this analysis, we see 184 

a sharp boundary between the two trees within the conserved FFxxGGxS motif in the 185 

T domain (Figs. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 4). Interestingly, the second history has a 186 

topology similar to the C domain tree (Figs. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 5). It also 187 

contains a clear split that separates T domains according the condensation reaction 188 

catalysed by the downstream C domains (Fig. 1d). The first tree, however, is not similar 189 

to either the C or A domain trees (Fig. 1c). Taken together, these observations suggest 190 

that the T domain may be a frequent recombination site, with a particularly important 191 

boundary in the conserved FFxxGGxS motif in the T domain. 192 

 193 

To further confirm these in silico predictions and to avoid the result being a 194 

computational artefact, we have analysed in detail examples of homologous NRPS 195 

such as the PAX38,39, endopyrrole A40, rhizomide A41, and syringopeptin SP-25a42 196 

producing synthetases to obtain evidence of recombination events within the T 197 

domains. In brief, this detailed analysis indeed supported the notion that recombination 198 

events within T domains frequently occur either to introduce a stereochemistry change 199 

(T-C vs T-C/E), and/or to exchange T-TE domains, and/or to increase/decrease the 200 

size of the BGC and the respective NP scaffold. A detailed description of this analysis 201 

can be found in the supporting information (Supplementary Figs. 6 – 9).  202 

 203 

In summary, the results gained from the phylogenetic HMM (Fig. 1 and Supplementary 204 

Figs. 1 – 5) and the detailed analysis of various BGCs results point towards a yet 205 

undescribed recombination breakpoint. 206 

 207 

Fusion Point Screening 208 
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The conserved core motif (FFxxGGxS) of the ~100 amino acid T domains is located at 209 

the N-terminus (loop1) of the second helix (α2) holding the invariant serine residue that 210 

becomes post-translationally modified by a phosphopantetheinyl (Ppant) transferase43-211 
45. Although the T domain is the only NRPS domain without an autonomous catalytic 212 

activity, the attachment of Ppant is a functional prerequisite, not only to covalently bind 213 

activated extender units and the growing peptide chain, but also to pervade the active 214 

sites of A and C domains. In addition, it is known from structural data that the first part 215 

of the T-domain (Tp1), which is N-terminal to the core motif, mainly interacts with the A 216 

domain via α1 and loop1 and the second half (Tp2), which is C-terminal to the core 217 

motif, interacts with the C domain via α446. However, as computational recombination 218 

analysis (Fig. 1) naturally does not come up with one specific splicing position but with 219 

a sequence region that is likely to promote homologous recombination, initially a fusion 220 

point screening was performed (Fig. 2) to verify fusion sites resulting in the best peptide 221 

production.  222 

 223 

As a starting point, we chose the GameXPeptide47 (GxpS) and the xenoamicin48 224 

producing synthetases (XabABC) from P. luminescens TT01 and X. stockiae (Fig. 2a), 225 

respectively, to produce seven recombinant NRPS (Fig. 2b, NRPS-1 to -7), each with 226 

a different fusion site (I to VII, Fig. 2c), with the in silico predicted breakpoint 227 

represented by fusion site IV. Briefly, this screening led to the identification of three 228 

functional fusion sites (I, III, and IV) in NRPS-1, -3 and -4, that all produce the expected 229 

lipopeptides 1-3, differing only in the acyl starter originating from the fatty acid pool of 230 

E. coli, with titres between 12 and 27 mgL-1 (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Figs. 10 – 17, and 231 

Supplementary Table S6). Of note, throughout the present work, all NRPS were 232 

heterologously produced in E. coli DH10B::mtaA49. The resulting peptides 233 

(Supplementary Table S5) and yields were confirmed by HPLC-MS/MS and 234 

comparison of retention times with synthetic standards (see Supplementary 235 

Information). 236 

 237 

Taken together, the in silico observations (Fig. 1) along with the results from the in vivo 238 

conducted fusion site screening (Fig. 2) led us to the hypothesis that both, T-C-A units 239 

(fusion point I), Tp1-C-A-Tp2 units (fusion points III & IV), and combinations thereof may 240 

serve as ideal starting points to do rational evolution-inspired megasynthetase 241 

engineering. However, after reviewing crystal structure data of A-T and T-C didomains 242 
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we decided to proceed with fusion site I and IV, because fusion sites III and IV are both 243 

located directly adjacent (III) and within (IV) the conserved T domain motif, 244 

respectively, and the two variable positions in between the conserved motif 245 

(FFxxGGxS) are potentially contributing to a functional A-T interface46. 246 

 247 

 248 

Evolution Inspired eXchange Units for NRPS Engineering 249 

To further verify the in silico identified (IV) and in vivo verified (I & IV) fusion sites on a 250 

broad scale we targeted the NRPS FitAB (Fig. 3, NRPS-8) and FtrAB (Supplementary 251 

Fig. 18, NRPS-17; Supplementary Dataset 3) producing the NRPs fitayylide and 252 

faTTTVIR from X. innexii and X. mauleonii, respectively, as well as GxpS (Fig. 4). In 253 

sum we created 16 recombinant FitAB derivatives (NRPS-9 to -18, Fig. 3), one ftrAB 254 

derivative (NRPS-19 and -20, Fig. S18), and eight GxpS derivatives (Fig. 4) applying 255 

fusion site I, IV, or both. The building blocks to engineer NRPS-8, NRPS-17 and GxpS 256 

were selected to cover a broad range of bacterial genera (Xenorhabdus, 257 

Photorhabdus, Serratia, Myxococcus, Pseudomonas and Bacillus) with GC contents 258 

between 50 to 72 % GC to reveal if the identified fusion sites have the potential to 259 

mimic horizontal gene transfer along with recombination on a rational scale suitable to 260 

re-engineer NRPS. 261 

 262 

Interestingly all recombinant NRPS (including a NRPS-PKS assembly line where the 263 

PKS is responsible for the polyunsaturated starter acyl moiety [NRPS-19]), showed 264 

catalytic activity producing a broad range of cyclic and linear peptides (4-39) at titres 265 

ranging from 2.5 (NRPS-23a) to 136 mgL-1 (NRPS-22a) and from 2.5 (NRPS-18b) to 266 

98 mgL-1 (NRPS-22b) for fusion site I and IV, respectively (Figs. 3, 4, Supplementary 267 

Figs. 18 – 55, and Supplementary Tables 7 – 9). In addition, and as already indicated 268 

from our initial fusion point screening (Fig. 2), no trend concerning a preferred fusion 269 

site could be observed. 270 

 271 

Noteworthy, both fusion sites of the evolution-inspired exchange units between T 272 

domains (XUT) enabled us to create chimeric NRPS from completely unrelated BGCs 273 

for the first time with respect to taxonomy and GC content. Other methods, such as A 274 

subdomain swaps15,31 or the previously introduced eXchange unit concepts13,14, 275 

enabled efficient reprogramming of NRPS only within a narrow range of related BGCs. 276 
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Nevertheless, a correlation between GC content of the introduced NRPS building 277 

blocks and peptide production can be observed (Fig. 3 and 4). Whereas building blocks 278 

of genera with a similar or slightly higher (50 to 65 %) GC content (i.e., NRPS-13 and 279 

NRPS-14; Fig. 3) are generally well tolerated, building blocks originating from the high-280 

GC branch (~70 %, i.e. NRPS-17, -23, and -24; Fig. 3 and 4) are resulting in impaired 281 

assembly lines when recombined with NRPS originating from Xenorhabdus and 282 

Photorhabdus. The initial reduction of catalytic activity when building blocks of different 283 

GC-content are recombined with each other might also occur naturally during 284 

homologous recombination after a horizontal gene transfer event. 285 

 286 

Evolution Inspired eXchange Units allow targeted peptide production 287 

In order to validate the strength of these evolution-inspired exchange units (XUT), an 288 

artificial biosynthetic assembly line producing a novel pharmacological active peptide 289 

against a well characterised target was designed de novo. We chose the eukaryotic 290 

proteasome as target which plays pivotal roles in protein homeostasis affecting cell 291 

cycle, signal transduction and general cell physiology. Proteasomes are a family of N-292 

terminal nucleophilic hydrolases consisting of two sets of seven copies of α and β 293 

subunits that assemble into a barrel-shaped complex (Fig. 5)50. Peptides inhibiting the 294 

proteasome, such as the clinically used bortezomib51, can lead to apoptosis, making 295 

the human proteasome a target for anti-cancer chemotherapy. Similar to well-known 296 

strategies from the pharmaceutical industry, we used the lipopeptide aldehyde 297 

fellutamide B52 as inspiration from nature that is not only active against the eukaryotic 298 

proteasome of humans and yeast, but is also the most potent inhibitor of the 299 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis proteasome tested to date. Fellutamide B consist of a C8-300 

3OH acyl chain, L-Asn, L-Gln, and a L-Leu-aldehyde. The aldehyde moiety is 301 

responsible for the reversible binding to the active site threonine (Thr1) of the 302 

proteasome. From an NRPS engineering perspective, in particular the introduction of 303 

reactive groups, denoted as warheads, is a major challenge. As an alternative to TE 304 

domains, nature applies thioester reductase (R) domains53-55, not only to release the 305 

synthesised peptide, but also to introduce the aldehyde function by catalysing an 306 

NAD(P)H dependent two-electron reduction of the thioester. 307 

 308 

For the final XUT proof-of-concept experiment we in silico designed an artificial three-309 

modular assembly line composed from NRPS building blocks derived from five 310 
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different origins (Fig. 5a): a Cstart domain to introduce the acyl chain and A domains 311 

with specificities (N- to C-terminus) for L-Gln (A1), L-Ala (A2), and L-Leu (A3). To 312 

achieve the reduction of leucine into an aldehyde, the R-domain of the tilivalline 313 

producing NRPS (XtvB)56 from X. indica was used as termination domain using the 314 

fusions sites I, III, IV, and VII. The resulting assembly lines NRPS-25 to -28 all showed 315 

catalytic activity producing the desired lipopeptide aldehydes 40–42, differing only in 316 

the acyl group used as a starter, with titres between ~1 and ~22 mgL-1 (Fig. 5b, 317 

Supplementary Figs. 56 – 62, and Supplementary Table 10). Compared to the NRPS 318 

generated with fusion sites I (NRPS-25) and VII (NRPS-28), the NRPS generated with 319 

fusion sites III (NRPS-26) and IV (NRPS-27) produced about tenfold more peptides. 320 

Whereas low titres of NRPS-28 are in good agreement with our initial fusion point 321 

screening (Fig. 2), the peptide amount biosynthesised by NRPS-25 was unexpectedly 322 

low. The impaired formation of a functional A-T domain-domain interface46, in the case 323 

of NRPS-25, and a functional T-R53 domain-domain interface in the case of NRPS-28 324 

could serve as an explanation for this result, as shown previously56,57. Furthermore, 325 

these results highlight the advantages of the evolution-inspired fusion sites III and IV 326 

compared to fusion sites I and VII, which are located within the A-T and T-C linker 327 

regions, respectively. 328 

 329 

In order to test whether the new-to-nature lipopeptide aldehyde 41 is indeed able to 330 

inhibit the yeast 20S proteasome core particle (yCP) by binding the active site Thr1, 331 

the half maximum inhibitory concentration (IC50) and co-crystallization of yCP together 332 

with 41 (yCP:41 complex) was performed (Supplementary Fig. 63 and Supplementary 333 

Table 11). Both experiments confirmed the expected activity of 41 against the yCP β5 334 

subunit at 3.6 ± 0.8 μM and a binding mode to Thr1 equivalent to that of fellutamide B 335 

(Fig. 5c-e). In summary, this proof-of-concept experiment not only revealed that 336 

reactive groups efficiently can be introduced by applying the novel XUT approach but 337 

also that tailormade bioactive peptides can be created de novo in a retro-biosynthetic 338 

manner. 339 

 340 

Conclusion 341 

Despite all the technical advances and our knowledge of the fundamental biochemical 342 

and structural properties of assembly line enzymes4, their engineering has remained a 343 

major challenge58. Nature, however, appears to have been successful at engineering 344 
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biosynthetic pathways through the process of BGC evolution using a broad range of 345 

mechanisms. Previous studies either comprehensively analysed a diverse range of 346 

NRPS families or focused on deciphering the evolution of one specific NRP family. 347 

Both approaches have dramatically improved our understanding of the underlying 348 

mechanisms of megasynthetase evolution. Pioneering studies for example proposed 349 

the N-terminal expansion of modules in BGC evolution59, highlighted the role of the A 350 

domains in NRPS diversification24,30,32, and introduced models explaining the 351 

mechanisms resulting in present day NRPS families24,33,60. However, most of these 352 

studies have not succeeded in developing these findings into an overall rational 353 

engineering approach. When the available datasets describing the evolution of NRPS 354 

synthesising syringopeptin59, jessipeptin, virginafactin, chicofactin, and syringafactin60 355 

were reanalysed, we clearly could identify the T domain as an additional recombination 356 

hot spot.  357 

 358 

Compared to these previous studies the major aim of this work was not the 359 

identification of the exact mechanisms that led to present day NRPS families, but to 360 

understand the major driving forces in NRPS evolution and how these insights can be 361 

leveraged to improve rational engineering of assembly line enzymes. Based on our 362 

findings we propose a yet undescribed recombination breakpoint within the conserved 363 

core motif of T domains (fusion sites III and IV), resulting in the XUT Tp1-C-A-Tp2. 364 

Interestingly, the XUT approach is completely in line with recent structural findings on 365 

the catalytic cycle of NRPS46,61 and, with exceptions, mostly consistent with the 366 

recently introduce unifying model for the evolution of the present-day variety of NRPs24. 367 

Although we are convinced that A subdomain exchanges are another important driver 368 

for NRPS evolution, our data does not suggest such a recombination, probably 369 

because the two data sets and the method of analysis are fundamentally different. 370 

From an applied engineering perspective, XUT appears to be much more versatile 371 

compared to A subdomain swaps15,31,32, allowing the rational recombination of 372 

completely unrelated NRPS building blocks over a broad range of GC contents (from 373 

50% to 70 %), protein similarities (< 39 %), and extender unit specificities (Figs. 3 and 374 

4). 375 

 376 

To conclude, the XUT approach enables the mimicking of horizontal gene transfer 377 

followed by a recombination event, opening up avenues for the expansion of structural 378 
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diversity that we can address through rational engineering – even beyond natural 379 

diversity. This is clearly illustrated by the example of the artificial proteasome inhibitor 380 

(Fig. 5) leading to the first time rational de novo design of a new-to-nature 381 

pharmacologically active peptide. 382 
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Figures 573 

 574 
 575 
Fig. 1. Evolutionary analysis of ATC tri-domains and T domains of representative NRPS. (a) 576 
Likelihood difference plot of two phylogenetic trees of ATC tri-domains (also called XUs) that together 577 
best describe the alignment using a phylogenetic hidden Markov model. Positive numbers indicate that 578 
sites are better describe by tree 1, negative numbers indicate sites that are better described by tree two. 579 
(b) Likelihood difference plot as in a, but for an alignment of T domain plus A-T linker. Partitions detected 580 
by the hidden Markov model are indicated in different colours according to tree number. Recombination 581 
breakpoint is annotated in grey and lies around two conserved glycine residues. (c, d) Comparison of 582 
Tree 1 from the T domain alignment with Tree 2 from the XU alignment (left) and Tree 2 from the T 583 
domain alignment with Tree 2 from the XU alignment (right). Names indicate abbreviation of NRPS and 584 
numbers the XU within that NRPS. Lines connect the same NRPS and XUs between the two trees. Red 585 
branches label XUs that contain LCL domains, blue branches label XUs with C/E (dual C) domains. 586 
  587 
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 588 
Fig. 2. Fusion point screening of a NRPS hybrid assembled within the T domain. (a) Schematic 589 
representation of precursor NRPS GxpS and XabABC, producing GameXPeptides and xenoamicins, 590 
respectively. All domain functions are explained in the box. (b) Schematic representation of the XabA-591 
GxpS hybrid NRPS, produced lipopeptide and compounds titres. The colour code of the peptide 592 
structure follows the NRPS colour code. The different fusion sites within the T domain are highlighted in 593 
black at the respective positions in the crystal structure of the T domain EntF (PDB 4ZXJ)62. (c) 594 
Sequence alignment of GxpS T3 and XabA T1 with secondary structures of the T domain and fusion 595 
sites indicated. 596 
  597 
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 598 
Figure 3. Evolution inspired exchange units replacing NRPS starting modules. (a) Schematic 599 
representation of the FitAB NRPS producing fitayylide A (4) and B (5) and selected alternative starting 600 
modules from other NRPS with indicated fusion sites I and IV. Amino acid specificities are assigned for 601 
all A domains. KS (ketosynthase), AT (acyltransferase), DH (dehydratase), ER (enoylreductase). 602 
Selected structures of the produced peptides are shown so that in conjunction with the table in (b) all 603 
peptide structures can be deduced. Production data relative to the WT NRPS-8 and the absolute peptide 604 
yields are based on triplicate production cultures. The origin of the alternative starting module, their 605 
cognate gene cluster and the fusion point for each starter module is shown. Production was observed 606 
for all NRPS derivatives, but production titres were not determined for all of them (n.d.).  607 
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Production 
(mg l-1)

% of 
NRPS-8 

-8 4
5

C2-Ile
C2-Leu

X. innexi xidAB WT 123.4 ±2.5 100

-9a 6-8
9-11

C4/6/8-Thr
C4/6/8-Thr

X. bovienii taxAB I 62.6 ±1.8 51

-9b 6-8
9-11

C4/6/8-Thr
C4/6/8-Thr

IV 71.2 ±1.2 58

-10a 12-14 C2/4/6-Lys X. doucetiae prtAB I n.d. n.d.
-10b 12-14 C2/4/6-Lys IV n.d. n.d.
-11a 15 C2-Val XKK7.4 XEKKV2_

1206
I 44.4 ±4.3 36

-11b 15 C2-Val IV 66.5 ±5.7 54
-12a 16 3OH C10-Ser X. indica XINDV2_

09420
I 6.6 ±0.7 5

-13a 17/18 3OH C8/10-Leu Serratia SCBI swrA I 29.7 ±6.1 24
-13b 17/18 3OH C8/10-Leu IV 12.7 ±1.9 10
-14a 18

19
3OH C10-Leu

Leu
P. lurida viscAB I 32.0 ±2.2 26

-14b 18 3OH C10-Leu IV 32.5 ±4.9 27
-15a 18

19
3OH C10-Leu

Leu
X. bovienii xfpS I 29.8 ±5.9 24

-15b 18 3OH C10-Leu IV 26.7 ±5.3 22
-16a 20

21
22
23

3OH C16:1-Glu
3OH C16-Glu

C16:1-Glu
C16-Glu

B. subtilis ppsA-E I n.d. n.d.

-17a 24 C18:8-(Me)Thr M. xanthus mchABC I n.d. n.d.
-18b 25 C4-Pro-Gly X. szentirmaii xabABC IV n.d. n.d.

a

b
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 608 
 609 

Fig. 4. Evolution inspired exchange units replacing internal modules. (a) Schematic representation 610 
of the precursor NRPS GxpS producing GameXPeptides. A T2-T4 fragment was exchanged with different 611 
XUTs from the xenoamicine, xenolindicine, crocapeptin and myxochromide producing NRPS XabA, 612 
XldS, CpnD and MchC, respectively. (b) Peptides, GC content of the inserted XUTs, corresponding 613 
fusion sites and production titres of the respective peptides. 614 
  615 

NRPS Product Peptide GC content of 
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 616 
Fig. 5. XUT approach for the design of a proteasome inhibitor. (a) Schematic representation of 617 
reassembled NRPS-25 to -28 composed of NRPS fragments from XldS, XabA, KolS (kolossin), GxpS 618 
and XtvB. The terminal T domain is shown as a sequence alignment of GxpS T2 and XtvB T3 indicating 619 
secondary structures and fusion sites. (b) Production titres corresponding to the fusion sites within the 620 
terminal T domain. The colour code in the peptides follows that of the NRPS fragments used. (c) Crystal 621 
structure of the yeast 20S proteasome in complex with 41 (spherical model, green carbon atoms) bound 622 
to the chymotrypsin-like active sites (β5 subunits, gold, PDB ID 8BW1). (d) Illustration of the 2FO−FC 623 
electron density map (blue mesh, contoured to 1σ) of 41 (depicted as C14-QAL) covalently linked 624 
through a hemiacetal bond (magenta) to Thr1Oγ. Protein residues interacting with 41 are highlighted in 625 
black. Dots illustrate hydrogen bonds between 41 and protein residues. (e) Superposition of 41 (depicted 626 
as C14-QAL) (green) and fellutamide A (grey, PDB ID s3D29)63 complex structures highlighting similar 627 
conformations at the chymotrypsin-like active site. 628 
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